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The Buddhism Omnibus, as the title shows, is a collection of three different books published by
the Oxford University Press at different times, viz. Gautama Buddha by Iqbal Singh (1937,
1994), The Dhammapada with introductory essays, PÈli, English translation and notes edited by
S. Radhakrishnan (1950), and The Philosophy of Religion by Arvind Sharma (1995). The three
works seek to explore Buddhism as a rich source of literary legend, an austere ethical guide, and
a contemporary philosophy quite relevant today considering the renewed interest in Buddhism.
The collection has an introduction written by Matthew T. Kapstein written for this combined
edition. This introduction besides providing an historical overview of Buddhism in India, places
the three individual books in their proper contexts. The Dhammapada like the GÏtÈ of Hinduism
is the best known Buddhist text. Gautama Buddha deals with the life, history, and teachings of
the Buddha for the general reader and the uninitiated. The Philosophy of Religion has been added
from the perspective of a post-modern thinker posing an entirely new set of questions. Kapstein
also seeks to find a justification for these three works brought out in a combined edition in the
light of the renewal of interest in the teachings of the Buddha and his philosophy.

Iqbal Singh was a journalist and wrote many books on as varied subjects as modern
history, politics, and foreign policy. Gautama Buddha written by him in 1937 and reprinted in
1994 is more a work of literary criticism than of history. This book views the life of the Buddha
in the context of the period in which he lived. Singh has tried in various ways to connect the
personality of the Buddha as well as his understanding of the nature of human experience to the
deeper problems of our times. For over two millennia the personality of Gautama, the Buddha
has been the focus of quite a few legend-makers and hagiographers. In modern times, there has
been a spate of arcane scholarship on particular facets of the life and teachings of the Buddha. But
such works are so technical that they do not fall within the interest of the general reader. At the
time of its publication, Singh’s book tried to fill that vacuum. Based upon extensive use of
secondary source material, this biography is written with delicate, elegant, and readable English.
In part I ‘The World of the Buddha’ the author has given a vivid account of the world at the time
of the birth of the Buddha. Part II ‘Biographical’, which forms the central part of the book and
occupies major portion of it, gives an account of the Buddha’s life from the time of Maya’s
Dream till his death and its aftermath. All this story is told by Singh by sensitively offering ‘an
interpretation of the Buddhist legend compatible with common sense.’ In part III ‘The Word of
the Buddha’, an interesting interpretation of the teachings of the Buddha has been given. Part IV
‘And the Word Was Made Flesh’ digs into Buddhist art and iconography and Part V ‘The Buddha
in a Changing World’ analyses the legacy of the Buddha. A new chapter has been added to the
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present edition so that it does not go out-of-date. In this chapter, subsequent research and writings
on the life of the Buddha as well as major developments in the Buddhist world have been
discussed. 
 The Dhammapada or ‘the path of virtue’ is the fundamental text of TheravÈda Buddhism
whose 423 verses are said to have been the utterances of Gautama the Buddha himself. This is an
internationally acclaimed PÈli and English edition of a classic Buddhist text, translated, edited,
and annotated by Bharat Ratna S. Radhakrishnana, who was one of India’s foremost philosophers
and religious authorities. This book, translated in a scholarly but readable manner, is a fine
example of Radhakrishnan’s well-grounded scholarship. Since its first publication in 1950, this
edition has established itself as a useful reading for anyone interested not only in the study of the
Dhammapada itself as a TheravÈdin text but also ethics of TheravÈda Buddhism. Radhakrishnan,
a masterful commentator, cross-references many of the verses of the Dhammapada with other
Buddhist texts. This work also has an introductory essay and useful explanatory notes. However,
one may not necessarily agree with some of Radhakrishan’s views on Buddhism, especially ‘self’
which he considers to be permanent. Further, Pali Text Society’s Dhammapada edited by O. van
Hinñber and K.R. Norman is now much more up-to-date.

The Philosophy of Religion by Arvind Sharma examines important philosophical issues
such as the nature of evil, belief or disbelief in God, human destiny, immortality, karma, and
reincarnation. These issues have been analyzed from the perspective of Buddhist philosophy and
compared with the tenets of the Western philosophy of religion. This important work does much
to extend and redefine the ground of the philosophy of religion, which has been conducted in a
purely Western context. In the context of Eastern religions, the debate takes on altogether a
different meaning, be it about the soteriological nature of religion, the grounds for belief in God,
the problem of evil, or the question of verifiability. Sharma, Birks Professor of Comparative
Religion at McGill University, Montreal (Canada), seeks to place this debate in the Buddhist
context by referring the works of such writers as F.R. Tennant, Tillich, Randall, Braithwaite,
D.Z. Phillips, Rom Hare, Basil Mitchell, John Hick, W.A. Christian, and W.C. Smith. At the
same time he clarifies some of the possible misapprehensions which result from a commonality
of religious language shared between Buddhism and Hinduism in terms of these philosophical
issues. This slim book is part of a series of books authored by Arvind Sharma in the area of the
philosophy of religion, the others being from Jaina and Advaita VedÈnta perspectives. This book
deserves praises as Sharma has fulfilled his scholarly obligation very well by presenting Buddhist
perspective on various religious concepts. This scholarly book would be very useful not only to
scholars and students of philosophy and religion, but also to those general readers who may be
interested in knowing more about Buddhism and its relevance in modern times.

On the whole, The Buddhism Omnibus is a very useful combined edition even though two
of its components appeared a long time ago. But the proof reader has done a very poor job by
failing to notice glaring spelling mistakes. These mistakes seem to have crept into the book as a
result of the change of font at the time of the publication. As a result of this, SubhÈ–itaratnako–a
has been printed as SubhÈxitaratnakoxa (p. xi), Vai„a‡ava as Vaix’ava (p. xi), Vi–‡u as Vix’u (p.
xi), ma‡Çala as ma’dala (p. xiii), A„vagho–a as A„vaghoxa (p. xviii), Kharo–—hÏ as KharoxthÏ (p.
xx), ¥È‡amoli as ¥È’amoli (p. xxi), RÈ–—rabhÈ–È-pari–ad as RÈxtrabhÈxÈ-parixad (p. xxii),
Upani–ads as Upanixads (p. xviii) so on and so forth. These obviously are the pitfalls of careless
use of modern technology. 
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